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What it’s made of matters, STEEL



ABOUT US

Moya Living is the brain child of founder and principle Moya O’Neill. After 
decades spent designing laboratory furniture for Genie Scientific, Moya saw a 
void in the commercial and residential market for a high-end luxury line of steel 
cabinetry. After outfitting her own home in Laguna Beach, she soon started 
securing orders with companies such as Oakley and the iconic Dakota building 
in New York’s upper west side.

Today, female-owned Moya Living enjoys working with architects and contractors 
across the country on the design and manufacturing of metal cabinetry for the 
kitchen, outdoor kitchen, bath, hospitality and commercial projects.

QUALITIES THAT MAKE STEEL THE SMART CHOICE 

      • Sustainability, buy once, lasts a lifetime

      • Environmental, never end up in a landfill

      • Hypoallergenic, no off-gassing

      • Endless colors and textures

      • Designed and built in California

      • Honest utility - interchangeable cabinets

      • Timeless design + elegance
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MOYA LIVING SHOWROOM + EVENT CENTER
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The stand-out island in a Textured Marina Blue features hidden 
drawers and a jumbo size of quartzite. Solid walnut open 
cubbies marry well with the powder coated steel.



MOYA LIVING SHOWROOM + EVENT CENTER
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Cladding the refrigerator provides a seamless coordinated 
look with the wine fridge and wall ovens. 

The Fisher Paykel range is a show-stoppper. 
The sleek overhead vent hood is by Dacor.



MOYA LIVING SHOWROOM + EVENT CENTER
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The Moya living showroom cabinets in the middle ground 
show an island in our Palm Springs orange and a bar finished 
in a custom color. Hand painted wallpaper is by Schumacher. 
Lighting fixture is hand blown glass by Siemon and Salazar.

Gorgeous walnut drawer inserts for organization.





THE MOD COLLECTION
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Our Modern Collection (MOD) is an assortment of modular, 
contemporary and colorful overlay cabinets.



LAGUNA BEACH, CA
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This Laguna beach village features white powder coated  
steel cabinetry with stainless steel recessed pulls.  
The tops are Dekton. The open shelving is walnut.



NEWPORT BEACH, CA
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Perfect pairing of baked-on powder coated steel cabinets  
with a wood embellished island.



NEWPORT BEACH, CA
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The orange Lacanche range is the focal point of the kitchen. 
Jet black cabinets and brass pulls complete the vision.

Black cabinets and marble tops and wall covering paired  
with unique brass pulls.



BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
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440 Atlantic project. 
The architect and developer 
delivered the proper aesthetic 
on this 8 unit project in 
Brooklyn. The vision was a 
European feel with the steel 
cabinet colors matching the 
buildings steel beams.
Elegant and industrial.





UPPER WEST SIDE, NYC
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The Dakota kitchen features custom engineered stainless steel plate 
upper cabinetry with glass doors. Classic white cabinets with marble 
tops and mosaic floor, compliment the black Lacanche stove.

A designers dream in the iconic NYC Dakota building 
built in 1890. 



LA QUINTA, CA
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As a second home, the owners wanted a clean and simple  
layout free of fuss while still acknowledging the mid-century  
vibe that has made Palm Springs so commended. Instead of 
executing an expected white layout, darker color were combined 
with pockets of white allowing the powder coating to truly shine 
and white quartz counters provide a clean contrast.



BOISE, ID LAGUNA BEACH, CA
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A food photographer’s studio in Pretentious Red. 
Chunky glass doors on the tall cabinets.

This 1932 Laguna Beach cottage and vintage restored  
O’Keefe and Merritt stove show how steel cabinetry works  
in different types of interior design.



TELLURIDE, CA THE BUTLER
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Architects 1890’s cabin restored and the Moya Living  
steel cabinets add an unexpected surprise.

The Butler features a built-in 
2-drawer refrigerator, pantry 
pullout and hidden drawers.



THE MOD COLLECTION THE ELLIPTIC ISLAND
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The MOD Collection is clean and contemporary with  
it’s smart lines.

The Elliptic Island is 
available in any size with 
its curved pull out end 
cabinets.
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Elevating outdoor kitchens with the same color and  
functionality as indoor kitchens. Baked-on powder coated 
stainless steel. Standard and custom available. Works with  
all outdoor appliances.



PORTOLA COFFEE ROASTERS
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Hardworking cabinets are a must for the busy workforce at 
Portola Coffee Roasters. Custom textured dark silver cabinets  
on 6” stainless steel legs. Built to last.
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Inside the Travis Matthew Headquarters, a presidential conference
table and desk sits with drawers that pull-out enabling 
merchandise to be displayed in style beneath the glass.

The base of the conference table was designed to emulate the  
Travis Matthew logo.



PALM SPRINGS, CA
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A custom brown powder coat with gold flecks was developed 
for this project.
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Sleek 2-drawer vanity. Diana Garreau wallpaper and black subway tiles. Palm Springs floating clean cabinetry.
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Moya Lving
800.545.8816 p 714.545.1838 f 714.641.0496
17430 Mt. Cliffwood Circle, Fountain Valley, CA 92708
www.moyaliving.com
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